Corrigendum to Verbatim Report of the Thirty-fourth Meeting of Commission A (E/PC/T/A/PV/34)

The following corrections should be made to the remarks of the Chinese Delegate:

Page 46, para 1, line 1:--
''the amended'' note is proposed to substitute ''this note''.

Page 46, para 2, line 1:--
''paragraph 5(b)'' to substitute ''paragraph 2(b)''

Page 46, para 3, line 3:--
... from time to time, ''which is'' generally to substitute ''so we'' generally.

Page 46, para 3, line 3:
generally ''expressed'' to substitute generally ''express''

Page 46, para 3, line 5:--
''U.S. 1 dollar'' to substitute ''U.S. 100 dollars''

Page 46, para 3, line 5:--
... but this rate can ''not'' compare ... to substitute ... but this rate can compare......

Page 46, para 3, line 7:--
...... to the current value in ''the'' text. To substitute ......... to the current value in ''this'' text.

Page 47, para 1, line 2:--
...... then we ''cannot'' .... to substitute .... then we ''can'' ............
Page 47, para 2:

The remarks beginning "For a country such as China ....... were made by Mr. Wunsch King, therefore, insert "Mr. Wunsch King" before the opening sentence.

Page 47, para 2, 8th line:

...... some such formula might appear "in the sense that it is .............. to substitute ............ some such formula might appear "on the lines of saying" ............

Page 48, para 2, line 1:

Mr. Wunsch King (China): "Nothing in this Article" would prevent the Member ...... ............... to substitute "Would not" prevent the Member ...... ......